Media Release

Brussels, May 29, 2017

Collaboration between ISTQB® and iSQI on mobile app testing certification announced!

iSQI’s Certified Mobile App Professional (CMAP) has become a well established qualification around the world and is already recommended by a number of ISTQB’s Member Boards.

On the 24th March, 2017 the ISTQB® General Assembly (in Lima, Peru) confirmed that iSQI’s CMAP Mobile App Testing – Foundation Level certification will become part of the ISTQB® product portfolio.

An ISTQB® working group has been established to support integration of the CMAP product and align documentation including the syllabus, exam and accreditation guidelines and glossary.

ISTQB® President Gualtiero Bazzana welcomes this collaboration, “Mobile testing has been a top-priority in the latest surveys that ISTQB® has conducted among the global testing community, hence, we are happy that the ISTQB® Product Portfolio will soon be extended in this direction. The CMAP Foundation syllabus will be totally aligned to all the ISTQB® rules and guidelines”

Stephan Goericke CEO of the iSQI Group stated “Establishing a common standard in mobile app testing certification is a positive step for test professionals. CMAP has been very well accepted by the market with its focus on practical skills and we are delighted that ISTQB® has recognised the value of this certification”.

About ISTQB®

The International Software Testing Qualifications Board is a non-profit organization, headquartered in Brussels, Belgium, whose mission is to advance the software testing profession. It is supported in its operations by 57 member boards and exam providers, covering more than 117 countries world-wide. As of December 2016, ISTQB® has issued over 500,000 certificates.

For more information visit: www.istqb.org